
MUSIC AND CINEMA AT YOUR HOME 
AS YOU HAVE NEVER EXPERIENCED THEM BEFORE

We conceive the best performing home cinemas, theatres, music halls and studios, 
from the beginning to the end, featuring the most advanced audio and acoustic 
solutions in addition to all add-ons, including projectors, video screens and seating 
options that can vibrate and even dance driven by the audio tracks.
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Via Leonardo da Vinci, 6
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T : +39 039 498 4298  -  F : +39 039 498 4280
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ACOUSTICS

We’ve been committed to audio distribution and speech intelligibility since 1958. 

We’ve combined such experience with a wealth of know-how in ambient acoustics 
juiced with our Italian knack for beautifully designed interior decorations.

We take care of optimal sound propagation by controlling all reflections, absorption 
and diffusion phenomena encountered by the sound waves during their journey 

to reach receptors. 

We add comprehensive engineering, architectural and installation support to turn 
your spaces into compelling settings where aesthetics blends with acoustics to 

provide you with immersive realistic entertainment and truly memorable experiences 
capable of dispensing beneficial effects for long after their end.

It’s perhaps time for you to try the magic power that music and cinema can 
unleash when they are delivered with true richness of sound in an unlimited 

four-dimension spatial continuum.

active audio and ambient acoustics for excellent listening
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